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What is Primary Care Exchange?

A POSITIVE, LOW-COST
RECRUITMENT SOLUTION
Primary Care Exchange is a bespoke software
platform co-developed by doctors to replace
the need for expensive third-party agencies,
putting high-quality staff directly in touch with
care providers in their local area.
Our franchised, area-based model ensures
those seeking work see only exactly what
they’re looking for, while employers get
instant access to a pool of proven staff
already suitable for the work.

A PLACE TO GROW
Each Primary Care Exchange franchise invites
educational providers and local practices to
post training and social events for members,
helping to promote learning and strengthening
ties in the region. Our system also allows
both provider and recipient to filter by interest
– far more personal than a noticeboard
full of flyers. And with integrated calendars,
maps and email reminders, our members
need never worry about missing out on
valuable resources again.

A WAY TO
COMMUNICATE
With its comprehensive forums and messaging
system, Primary Care Exchange also offers a
safe, welcoming community for its members.
If you want to forge links, share titbits of local
knowledge or just arrange bookings and other
details directly, our in-built messaging system
makes this simple. It’s just another way that
Primary Care Exchange helps to nurture each
local group of medical professionals and build
a stronger NHS.

How PCE nurtures a community
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Key features
for job seekers

Key features
for practices

SHARED CALENDAR
At the heart of your home page is a simple calendar that helps you see
at a glance when work and training events are available. It’s perfect
for picking up extra shifts on the days that suit you, and for staying
connected to the wealth of opportunities that a Primary Care Exchange
membership provides.

FILTERED APPLICANTS
Primary Care Exchange has been built to suit your local area, putting
you in touch with more suitable applicants straight away. Thanks to a
simple work history tracking scheme, an established PCE franchise will
also be able to offer you a list of confirmed experience for each job
seeker too, helping provide confidence in each potential hire.

FILTERED VACANCIES
By its very nature, your local Primary Care Exchange portal is prefiltered to suit your geographical location, but our selection tools help
you target vacancies that precisely match the kind of work you’re
seeking. And with one-click contact options on every job post, there’s no
time wasted between finding suitable work and applying for it.

NHS-SAVVY TOOLS
Serious care has gone into making Primary Care Exchange’s suite of
job posting tools suit medical professionals and save busywork. Got a
collection of locum dates to fill? There’s no need to type up each one;
just write the description and use our simple date picker to post a batch
of vacancies at once. Need a post filled urgently? We have a priority
system to get that in front of our members’ eyes fast.

EMAIL UPDATES
Once you’ve set up an account, we’ll use your preferences to send you
email bundles full of new vacancies, events and any notifications you
need to see as frequently, or infrequently, as you’d like. It takes the
hassle out of staying up to date with the job market.
A REPRESENTATIVE ONLINE PROFILE
Add your competencies to help employers know what you offer. And
with a simple system for tracking your history with PCE practices, your
experience will speak for itself before you even write a word.
TAKE IT ANYWHERE
Primary Care Exchange is built to be responsive, so whether you’re
accessing it through your mobile or desktop browser, you’re sure to get
the same high-quality user experience.

LOW-HASSLE RECRUITING
Primary Care Exchange is full of ways to ease the admin burden of
recruitment. Why type out point-of-contact details every time when you
can save your frequently used ones to an address book? Why write up
the same details over and over when you could just set up a repeatable
template? In other words, who wants to be doing busywork when
there’s more than enough to keep you busy as it is?
LOW COST
Our pricing structures vary by franchise, so contact your local one to
discover exactly how little access to everything PCE has to offer will
set you back. But with prices as low as £1 per 1000 patients served,
we hope you can clearly see the cost benefits when compared to other
modern methods of recruitment.

Who are Applied Healthcare Solutions?
Founded in 2010, Applied Healthcare
Solutions has already had celebrated
career in creating medical software.
Our Clinical Guardian and Educational
Guardian governance tools are used by
care organisations across the UK, tracking
hundreds of thousands of cases. Primary
Care Exchange is the latest addition to that
family, and will continue to grow as we work
with new partners and listen to their needs.

CONTACT US
To find out more about any of our
software solutions, please email
info@appliedhealthcaresolutions.co.uk
or call 01225 667 150 during standard
GMT office hours.
Alternatively, you can look us up online
by pointing a web browser to www.
appliedhealthcaresolutions.co.uk.
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